
Family Fun During COVID-19

Simple bubble solution recipe:
  • 4 cups of warm water
  • ½ cup blue Dawn dish detergent
  • ½ cup sugar

Stir/whisk the sugar into the warm water until it dissolves. Add dish soap and whisk to 
combine. Let the mixture sit for an hour or more before blowing bubbles!

We love you and we are here to support you.

This week, we have lots of fun activities your family can enjoy together with some bub-
bles. If you don’t have any or you’d like more, try out the recipe below!

Visit thornwell.org/coronavirus-resources for 
more resources and activities

Local: 864.938.2100
 Toll Free: 888.310.9387Thornwell.org



Bubble Activity Ideas

Freeze/Unfreeze: Review the concept of Listening the First Time. Talk about situations in 
which Listening the First Time would help/hurt children. (Example, if you are called to the 
front yard and don’t come right away, you would miss getting a treat from the ice cream 
truck!) Then put your new skill into practice: adult blows bubbles and kids pop them! From 
time to time, call out “FREEZE”—kids stand still and do not reach out to pop bubbles. 
Praise kids when they listen the first time! There is no penalty for not freezing—just keep 
practicing! Call out “UNFREEZE” to restart the game.

Bubble Breathing: Practice mindful breathing together, taking turns with the bubble 
wand. Challenge yourself to use the 4-7-8 technique:
 • Empty your lungs of air (blow out!)
 • Breathe in quietly through the nose for 4 seconds.
 • Hold the breath for a count of 7 seconds.
 • Exhale forcefully through the mouth, pursing the lips and making a “whoosh”   
 sound, for 8 seconds.
 • Repeat the cycle up to 4 times.

Use your fingers to count the seconds together.

Body Part Popping: Challenge family members to pop bubbles with di�erent parts of 
their bodies: foot, elbow, nose, knee, etc. Take turns giving and receiving the instructions!

Bubble Tennis: Blow bubbles high in the air. Choose a bubble for two people to blow 
back and forth between themselves. See how long you can keep it in the air before it 
pops!

Set up an experiment: Challenge family members to predict which household objects 
would be useful for blowing bubbles. Spatula? Whisk? Water bottle? Fly swatter? 
Wikkistix? Work together to determine which ideas you are going to try (don’t forget to 
incorporate Asking Permission!) Pour some solution into a large bowl and test out your 
hypotheses together!

Visit thornwell.org/coronavirus-resources for 
more resources and activities

Local: 864.938.2100
 Toll Free: 888.310.9387Thornwell.org


